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Message from President Beck A. Taylor
125 Years of Service
It's springtime at Whitworth. As I write these words, the sun is
shining, students are hustling to their last classes of the semester,
seniors are trying to soak up the last pieces of Whitworth they
can and starting to say their long goodbyes (as well as looking
out for those falling pine cones), and we're all looking forward to
the slower pace that the summer months typically offer. Despite
the hectic season, it's hard not to stop to ponder the enormous
blessing this community is for so many of us.
This year was an important one in the history ofWhitworth.
As we celebrated the 125th anniversary of the founding of
George Whitworth's hilltop college in Sumner, Wash., the
Whitworth community once again rook advantage of the
opportunity to celebrate God's blessings on our beloved
institution. It was also an opportunity for us to dream about
Whitworth's future. As Julie and I traveled around the country
to celebrate with alumni chapters last fall and this spring, so
many of you mentioned to me your hopes and dreams for this
place, even as you expressed your deep gratitude for the ways
Whitworth helped to shape your lives. I wish 1could bottle up
those profound encouragements to share with each of you.
Our quasquicentennia] year was marked by all of the expected
fanfare, including an October blow-out in Spokane that
featured Homecoming and Family Weekend, a celebration gala
downtown with all of Whitworth's musical ensembles, and a
Sunday morning, all-community worship service. The boost
from that weekend still has me walking taller in my shoes.
We also announced last October the public phase of The
Campaign for Whitworth, a $100 million comprehensive fund-
raising effort - the largest in Whitworth's history - to support
all aspects of the Whitworth experience, including scholarships,
faculty development, programmatic enhancements, and a
new and expanded facility to house Whitworth's phenomenal
music program. This spring, the board of trustees approved
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groundbreaking on the $13.5 million Cowles Music Center, to
be completed for the beginning of fall 2016 classes. So far, The
Campaign for Whitworth has received more than $62 million
in gifts and pledges. As the campaign continues, we thank all of
you for your important contributions to Whitworth.
But as the plans for the fund-raising campaign came together,
those of us closest to the action knew in our hearts that
something important was missing. How should we honor not
only the financial gifts made to Whitworth, but the important
gifts of service made through and because of Whitworrh?
That question sparked the idea for Whitworth Serves, a
complementary service campaign that joins with our traditional
fund-raising campaign to give energy and focus to the "serves
humanity" portion of our mission. Through Whitworth Serves,
we're asking Whitworthians across the globe to give a portion
of their service in the name of Whitworth, and to inform us of
that service so that we can hear their inspiring stories about how
and why the Whitworth family is meeting the needs of people
around them.
On March 28, ]ulie and I joined more than 100
Whitworthians in 13 locations across the country who gave a
day of service to their communities in the name ofWhitworrh.
Some highlights from the first-ever Whitworth Serves Day are
included in this magazine, and I encourage vou to read these
inspiring accounts of service. My hope is that you will participate
in both The Campaign for Whitworth and Whitworth Serves
to show your support for and appreciation of Whitworth's mind-
and-heart mission. Together, we're changing the world - one
heart, one graduate, and one act of service at a time.
As always, please keep Whitworth in your prayers.
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On the cover: Carolina Beck, '10
(left), an accounts payable
specialist at Whitworth, and
Marcela Leon, a senior at Mead
High School, help prepare and
plant the community garden at
Spokane's West Central Episcopal
Mission, as part of the inaugural
Whitworth Serves Day on March
28. Photo by Kirk Hirota
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[Editor's NOTE]
Sometimes the world is a little bit hard to take. This last
week has been one of those weeks when all the news seemed to
be bad. It began with the awful news that Whitworth had lost
a good friend and a bright light when former athletics director
Aaron Leetch was killed in a plane crash. Aaron's death was
even more poignant (to this sports fan, anyway) because he was
returning from that mecca of college athletics director, - the
NCAA Div. I Men's Basketball Championship Game, held this
year in Indianapolis.
Then there were the stories of toddlers shooting themselves
with their parents' guns, of police officers shooting unarmed
suspects and lying about it, as well as all the usual disturbing
news - presidential hopefuls spouting the type of nonsense
that becomes boilerplate during the run~up to primary season;
dire, prophetic warnings of current and impending climate
change; harrowing photos of the effects of the California
drought; bulletins from Afghanistan and Iraq, where life is
still ineffably dangerous; articles about the widening of the
earnings gap between the 1 percent and those who work hard
for minimum wage.
This is tough stuff to read and hear. Sometimes it makes us
want to ignore the news, to plunge into a world in which our
lives are impervious to the foibles of others and to the tragedies
that surround us every day. A world in which we're responsible
only for ourselves. And you're probably thinking that I'll now
tell you how Whitworth's education of mind and heart brings
comfort and joy amidst all of the clamor. But that's not what I
want to say, even though there's much evidence that it's true.
I want to pinpoint instead the work of Bryan Stevenson,
a man who decided early in his life that he wanted to help
people who had been unjustly convicted of crimes, to explore
and address racial bias in the criminal justice system, and to
advocate for poor prisoners and for those with mental and'
developmental challenges. He wanted to develop community,
based reform litigation aimed at improving the administration
of criminal justice.
Stevenson, who came to Whitworth this month as the
university's spring Presidential Leadership Forum speaker,
founded the Equal Justice Initiative, a private, nonprofit
organization headquartered in Montgomery, Ala. And for
nearly 30 years he and the EJI have addressed cases of children
and the mentally ill in adult prisons and have pursued prison
and sentencing reform for cases involving racism and poverty.
He has argued five times before the U.S. Supreme Court, and
just this month he and the EJI won the release of Anthony
Ray Hinton, who spent 30 years on Alabama's Death Row for
crimes he did not commit.
Stevenson holds a lifelong belief in the rightness of
attempting to address wrongs committed against others. He
has won a slew of awards, including a MacArthur "Genius"
Fellowship and Stanford Law School's National Public Service
Award, and he spoke at TED2012 and received two standing
ovations during his speech. But if no one had noticed his work,
if he had received no praise, no money, no encouragement,
one gets the sense that he would still be doing what he
believes in. He would still be changing lives, saving lives, and
doing everything he could to make our prison system more
accountable and more equitable to those who are already
bucking the odds in American society.
Ihope you'll read and enjoy the Q&A with Stevenson in
this issue. His words serve as an introduction to his work, and
his work opens doors for those of us who are beaten down by
bad news and ready to try to make the world a better place.
It's a message that enthralled and inspired Whitworthians,
and Ihope that you, too, will find it both captivating and
encouraging.
Ihope, too, that you enjoy this issue of Whitworth Todn)'.
[Write US!] We want to know what you think - about Whitworth Today, and about Whitworth in general. Send us an email (tmitchell@Whitworth.edu)or write us at Whitworth Today, University Communications Office, Whitworth University, 300 W. Hawthorne Road, Spokane, WA 99251.
Whitworth Today reserves the right to edit letters for length and/or content.
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Pirate Plaudits
Toronto FC drafts Ramos in
Major League Soccer SuperDraft
Whitworth senior All-America forward Micheal Ramos
was selected by the Toronto FCwith the 50th overall
pick in the third round of the 2015 Major League Soccer
SuperDraft, on Jan. 20. Ramos was the lone player from
the Division III level selected in the four-round draft
,~
CHRISTIAN
WORKPLACES
National survey ranks
Whitworth a "Best
Christian Workplace"
Whitworth University was named
a "Best Christian Workplace"
among higher-education
institutions, based on a national
survey of employees at Christian
businesses and nonprofit
organizations. Twenty-eight
institutions earned the
designation for 2015
CE IEIED
2015
Pirates claim eighth straight
Mcilroy-Lewis All-Sports Trophy
Whitworth won seven NWC
championships and two tournament
titles in 2014-15 to claim the
Mcilroy-Lewis All-Sports Trophy
for the best overall athletics
program in the conference. In
one of the NCAA D,v. Ill's toughest
conferences, Whitworth has
won the trophy eight years in
a row and nine times overall.
Sittser joins Whitworth
Office of Church Engagement
Professor of Theology Jerry Sittser has
been appointed senior fellow for church
engagement in the Whitworth Office
of Church Engagement His new half-
time role begins July 1; he will continue
teaching approximately half time, as well.
College of Arts & Sciences
selects Pell as associate dean
Whitworth Assistant Professor of English
John Pell will assume duties as the
associate dean of the College of Arts &
Sciences on July 1. He will help lead and
support academic departments in achieving
university-wide strategic goals that are
largely housed and operated within CAS.
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~ 64. rlRAH RAUIU
"Listening to and working on Whitworth's campus
radio station WHS such a blast. Whether it's called
KWRS or whirworth.fm, the hours I spent in the
booth, sharing my love of music with listeners
around campus (and around the worldl) will always
be a special memory for me." - Caleb Knox, '08
65. fN CHRiSm
"En Christo not only gave me lifelong friends; it
taught me a deeper sense of compassion and a truer
picture of God's love." - Rebeccah (Todd) Bare. '08
66. MIDNIGHT MAUNfSS
~ 67. THf NARRUW RIDGf<~6~. HAWAIIAN ClUB lU'AU I
69. "SQUIRm SUNG," performed by [erikins
women during Orientation: "Squirrel! Squirrel!
Shake your bushy tail. Squirrel! Squirrel! Shake
your bushy tail. Wrinkle up your little nose, put it
down between your toes. Squirrel! Squirrel! Shake
your bushy tail."
7U. SlACKliNING
71. HAll UAns
n THANKSGIVINGUINNfR
7J. SClfNCf I
'The science program prepared me for my
demanding major and I still got to expencnce
classes and other activities [ wouldn't have been
able to enjoy at other schools." - Nola Byrd, '99
74. RUUfNT WAR
"The ongoing, yet covert battle between the
grounds crew and the Army of Marmots that lurked
around Westminster Hall." - Sather Gowdy, '11
75. CHRISTMAS fUN - stories in donn lounge; and
singing carols at the president's home
your hometown!
77.INHRlUUf UANn dunng halftime of j
I,basketball games7~.lARrING
84. WORKING OUT NfXT TO YOUR PROmSOR
85. fNGliSH OfPARTMfNT HOT OOG & 800K SAU
7~.IOfAl SHTING
"Whitworth provided the ideal
setting for my very different sons.
Each got a great education that
met his needs and abilities."
- Susan Frisch Woods
8~. CONVOCATION
"The first Forum of the semester,
when the professors wore their
doctorate or master's gowns."
- Renee (Hensley) Brasher, '93
~ 81.THf 8ACK 40
"The Back 40 ... my favorite place
to go for a quiet time with
the Lord." - Kern Beserre, '87
82. CONCfRTS IN THf lOOP
8l OTR CONVfRSATIONS
(Define the Relationship)
•••••••••••••••• • • ••••••
•••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •...,.,K.I:::O'
••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••
•• •• ••downstairs in the old Leavitt Dining Hall
86. NUTRITION 1~85 - poliucallv conscious d;n;ng
87. HHlO WAlK
"The beautiful awkwardness of the Hello Walk.
Sometimes I say 'Hi' to five people and feel super cool,
other times I make awkward eye contact with that
person from class who I recognize but don't know."
- Bethany Fleming, '14
88. "TOUCHOOWN muS" SCUlrTURf
8~. OUTOOOR RfCTRIPS
~~.INHRNATIONAl8ANUUfT
�1. MINO & HfARTH toffff HOUSf
�2. WORlOVlfW
"Understanding what a worldview is
(Inc! learning what mine was, and the
growing experience it took to get there.'
- Hannah (Rossi) Aguilera. '96
�3.lOfAS
"The ideas I learned [It Whitworth
(both spiritual and about the world) 3Te
still valuable and useful in my d<lily life."
- Megan Stone, '07
�� POWOfRPUff fOOTBAll
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�4. THfMf HOUSfS
(Ninja Theme House')
~ �~. GfORGf f WHITWORTH'S
CHIN CURTAIN -hum.h'
�6. WfARING YOUR BlOOMSOAY SHIRT
to Sunday brunch after the race
�1."lAH NIGHT" MfAlS
(especially during Finals Week)
~ �B. THf OlO HUB
(Remember the mailboxes and snack bad)
..
. .
.......
m.ACLfPTANLf .
''[ love how Whitworth embraces people from 811
walks of life." - Lauren RCl<1P,'J 4
"How open and accepting Whitworth is
for all students." - Sandi (Wastradowski) Howland, '87
101. OUTRfALH
"Whitworth reaches out, serves the [Spokane] community,
8nJ brings us together. Thank you!"
- Mary Ann Drenkhahn McCurdy
~ 102.SAVfTHf URINAlS LAMPAIGN
(when Stewart Hall went co-ed in 1988)
•
.'.'..'
103. fRISBff GOlf (fROlf)
104. MA~ING OffP-fRlfO ORfOS
(a la The Onion) with your dormmares
105. SINGING"AMAlING GRALl"
each MHy at Baccalaureate
106. LOMMUNITY
"Community in rhe dorms, The Loop,
the library and classes. friendliness, hugs
and smiles. Now knowing my daughter
is enjoying the community, too."
- Linda (W8shburn) Delong, '87
"I love that the WhiTworth community
is not a place, but a culture. When I
meet other people who have attended,
there is an instant feeling of kinship
no matter the year of graduation, and
getting together with my classmates
(It our reuruon was a bit like we had
never left."
- Jocelyn (Mundinger) Flitron, '92
"Whitworth fosters a community that
truly creates space for students' big
questions and worthy dreams."
- Kirsten TenHaken, '13
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.....................••......
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•••••.... ~I •.. ~
•• ...
107. fIRSI-HAR fRlfNOS "Lifelong Chnsnan girlfriends whom I met freshman year."
- [ulane (Lussier) Dover, '93
~ 100. lAURA OlOXHAM'S ANNUAl RfAOING lISI
~ m MtllROY-lfWIS All·SPORIS lROPHY
~ 110. PUMPKIN lAUNtH-
physics students' test of skill
..
~ I11.PRANKS
~ 112IHfWHIlWORIH IRff
113. DINING OUI
"Going to dinner <It the homes of my
professors." - Sara Peterson, ,12
114.SAGA
"Sodexo/Marriott's continua] failure to
get people to call it anything other than
'Saga." - Will McCollough, '05
5h
n
~ m. fORRfSIOAIRO'SlOGA-
the bedsheet he wore in Core 250 to
portray Plato
116. MAt HAll
"Living in Mac Hall was legendary ..
'Riders of the night, we are the dormi-
tory cavairv!" - Shaun B:uadi, '04
•••••••••••
••• • ••
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
°OoJ"~
~ 118. JAZZ fNSfMSlf LONLtRTS with notable guest artists
119. WHITWORUS
"I love that my Whitworth friends and I still ralk about fulfilling our
entelechy (Core 250) and 'living in the tension' (Intra to Christian
Faith, taught by Jerry Strtser)." - Miranda Zapor Cruz, '05
~ 11U. Of MINO & HEARTNfWSlHHR
~ 111. GROSVfNOR STAINfU-GlASSWINUOW
~ 111.SPRINGffST
113. LlASS IN THf lOOP
114. THOUGHTfUlNfSS
"Yelling 'Flush!' in Arend bathrooms so you didn't burn someone in
the shower." - Kelly (RodimeI) Rasmussen. '97
•••••••••••••••
000
o
__ --00
00
00
115 . .MUTUAl APPRtLlATION 0000·
"The community arid Jack Burns." ••
- Matt Shupper, 'OJ • •••o
"Jack Burns." - Matt Sharp, '06 •
••
"Awesome students like Matt ••
Sharp and Matt Shupper, to ••
name two of thousands." ••- Jack Burns •
•••••o
••••••••••••••••••·.lI...
••••o
•••••••••
•• •• ••
••••
• • • •••••••••
Bryan Stevenson was Whitworth's spring 2015 President's Leadership Forum speaker. He is the founder andexecutive director of the Equal Justice Initiative, based in Montgomery, Ala., the organization that recently won acase in the U.S. Supreme Court to free Anthony Ray Hinton, who had spent nearly 30 years on Alabama's Death
Row. Stevenson is also a professor of law at New York University School of Law, and he is the author of the New York Times
bestseller Just Mercy (Random House, 2014). In April 2015 he was named one of the 100 most influential people in the
world by Time magazine.
Q College students often.wonder what the next
step should be after graduation.
Many feel pressured by
paying oft student loans and
contributing to society. What
advice would you offer new
college graduates in 2015?
A Students invest years• of their lives to obtain
a degree that is intended to
give them options and shape
a career path that excites and
affirms them. I don't think
that should change when
you graduate. There will be
economic and other pressures,
but my own view is that those
concerns shouldn't control the
choices you make. There is
no way to move forward with
a meaningful career without
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some kind of debt. It will
always cost you something
to pursue your dreams, but if
you're really committed it will
be worth the price.
Q Would you describe your.Iife in the law as your
calling? If so, how did you know
that this was what you wanted
to do?
A I do feel called to• serve the poor and the
condemned. It didn't have
to be as a lawyer, but I feel
blessed that the opportunity to
represent people has been given
to me. When I couldn't wait
to get back to death row and
fight for people as a law student
or live in places that were
not comfortable or otherwise
attractive to me, I knew that
something was compelling me
to do what I wanted to do, and
it wasn't shaped by the forces
that often shape my desires. I
kept reading about Saul before
he became the Apostle Paul and
1 knew that his story could be
the story of many of my clients.
It felt right and affirming to
stand with incarcerated men
and women, and I feel blessed
to have done it now for close to
30 years.
Q The students in my Law.and Society class are
reading your book Just Mercy.
One of the more moving stories
for me was your encounter
with the black woman whose
lfi-vear-old grandson had been
murdered. She regularly went
to the courthouse to comfort
people. She said, "I decided that
I was supposed to be here to
catch some of the stones people
cast at each other," referring to
the story in John 8.At a church
meeting, you said, "[Wle have to
be stonecatchers." What does
it mean to be a stonecatcher in
America in 2015?
A I think the admonitions of Iesus against casting
stones is especially powerful
in a society that has become
defined by over-incarceration
and excessive punishment. We
have become a very punitive
and harsh country; we throw
a lot of stones at people who
have fallen and failed. I believe
that the followers of Iesus need
to catch some of these cast
stones, not only to provide aid
to those who are being judged
and condemned, but to temper
the violence of those who judge
and condemn. Jesus didn't
just save the woman caught in
adultery in the Bible: He created
the possibility for redemption
for everyone there. 1 think
Christians today have to do
the same, which means that we
have to be stonecatchers.
O What are the most• pressing issues facing
the American criminal justice
system in 20'15' How can they
be addressed'
A We have to create more• resources for the poor
to avoid a system that treats
you better if you are rich and
guilty than if you are poor and
innocent. We have to confront
the presumption of guilt
and dangerousness that gets
assigned to people of color and
leaves them vulnerable to unfair
convictions and sentences.
We need to stop treating drug
dependency as a crime issue
and treat it rather as a health
issue. We need to prohibit
profit-making on incarceration
by private business and
industry. We should eliminate
mandatory sentencing laws
and increase protections for
children, the mentally disabled,
and the victims of violent crime
who then react violently. We
need more leadership from
elected officials, church leaders
and ordinary citizens who see
the threat posed by throwing
away so many lives in America.
O The Equal Justice Initiative• recently released a report
on the history of lynchings in
the U.S.Between 1877and
1950,there were 3,959victims
in 12 southern states. Why is it
important for us to know more
about this history'
A The legacy of racial• inequality in America
remains this country's great
shame. It continues to haunt
and compromise our ability
to do justice in almost every
sphere of society. We won't
make progress in dealing with
this condition until we talk
more honestly about the history
of racial injustice. Slavery,
lynching and segregation are
critical issues we've never
honestly confronted. Our
reports are part of an effort to
address these issues in a new
way. We have to change the
narrative of our indifference to
the history of racial injustice.
O What words of• encouragement or
warning would you give
to law students of faith'
A I believe you can change• the world. I'm persuaded
that people of faith can move
mountains, but we have to
get close to inequality and
injustice, be hopeful about what
we can do, and choose to do
uncomfortable things on behalf
of the disfavored.
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hin m is Mark
Whitworth Serve
By Matt McColltt, '12
The sun was shining. This may not mean pinch to those of youwho live outside the Pacific Northwest (1hear that Coloradogets a lot of sun), but for this Portland, Ore., resident the
sunshine elicited a sigh of relief and a quick prayer that the unlikely
weather would continue for the 2.5 hours of Whitworth
Serves that I'd signed lip for.
I'm a member of the Class of 2012 who graduated
with degrees in sociology and history, and in my time at
Whitworth I learned that it is important to work with,
rather than just for, your community to empower
people to seek lasting change in their lives.
Flash forward.
After graduation I volunteered around
Portland for a year, and I've now worked at
Friends of the Children for 1.5 years. With
service as my center, Ifound an organization
that helps youth in the community break the
generational cycle of poverty through providing
paid professional mentors to the city's most
vulnerable youth, from kindergarten through
high school graduation.
On Saturday, March 28, I got together
with current students, parents, trustees and
alumni to help plant gardens for Friends of the
Children. In less-than-a-night-class's amount
of time, we created an opportunity for youth
to grow their own vegetables, tend their own
gardens, and develop a sense of home beyond
the walls of their own world.
Fourteen people @ 2.5 hours each
equaled 35 hours of work. If you multiply
this across 13 worksites in communities
in 10 states, it's hard to overlook the
great impact we can have when we
come together to serve.
A Whitworth education of mind
and heart teaches students about the
need in the world each is soon to enter. And
Whitworth Serves gives the Whitworth community
the chance to pull together outside the pine cone
curtain to take a step toward addressing this need.
14 \X!1·IJl1XQm I TODAY
Your Hours Count!
March 28, 2015, proved to be a special day
in university history as Whitworthians across
the U.S. joined together and served others
through the inaugural Whitworth Serves Day.
Special thanks to the members of the
Whitworth family who volunteered at
sponsored sites - whether you assembled
a new playground in Bellingham, sorted
and cleaned donations for a thrift store
in Spokane, painted in Phoenix, provided
general services at the Honolulu 200, or
worked at one of the other nine locations
where Whitworthians contributed 353 hours
of service, working together to celebrate
what it means to honor God, follow Christ,
and serve humanity.
Whitworth Serves is an initiative of The
Campaign for Whitworth to gather information
from alumni, parents, students, faculty and
staff who give their time in service of others.
These hours of service may be reported
throughout the duration of the campaign (from
now until June 30, 20171 Service may be filled
in a variety of ways, such as alumni serving
on Whitworth Regional Chapter leadership
teams or reunion committees; acknowledging
work participants are already doing in their
home communities, such as providing meals
to the underprivileged, assisting in a child's
classroom, or serving on the board of a
local church or non-profit organization; or
undertaking a new volunteer endeavor and/
or participating in a joint effort of members
of the Whitworth community who participate
In Whitworth Serves days like the one held in
March. To log your hours of service. visit
http!/whitworth125.com/whitworthserves.
At the conclusion of The Campaign for
Whitworth, the university will celebrate the
collective volunteer hours served, the total
monetary value of that time, and the global
impact of participants' service.
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[WhitwonhNEWS]
125th-Birthday Celebration Brings Campus Together
On Feb. 20, fairly close on the heels
of its lZ'irh-anniversarv celebration
last fall, Whitworth celebrated its
actual quasquicentennia] with an all-
campus luncheon celebration in the
Hixson Union Building. Sodexo's
creative chefs built an eclectic menu
that celebrated each of Whitworth's
three historic locations: locally sourced
food representing Spokane, seafood
representing Tacoma, and rhubarb pie on
behalf of Sumner, Wash., the university's
original home - and the self-proclaimed
Rhubarb PIE Capital of the World.
Whitworth College moved from Sumner
to Tacoma in 1899 and from Tacoma to
Spokane in 1914 (and Whitworth College
became Whitworth University in 2007).
Students, faculty and staff showed up in
droves for the l Z'ith-btrthdav celebration,
which rook place, nor coincidentally, on
Whitworth's Founder's Day. Members of
the campus community were invited to
have their pictures taken with George
Whitworth (or a reasonable cardboard
facsimile thereof) and other early college
o
\XI}-UT'WORTH l:r.i,
Revelersat Whitworth's125th-blrthday party enjoy
hanging out with the founder and impersonating a
couple of his esteemed cronies.
leaders (also represented in the near-life-
sized photo); to watch Campus Historian
Dale Soden's l Z'i-second video about
George Whitworth and/or the official
l Z'ith-anniversarv video (which were
shown at alternating l j-rninute intervals);
to contribute notes and items for inclusion
in a time capsule that will be opened in
2114 by future Whuworthians: and to
enjoy birthday cake and fellowship with
other members of the community.
Happy birthday, Whitworth I
Whitworth Sponsors Free Showing
of Selma in Spokane
Whitworth hosted a special free showing of the award-
winning film Selma at AMCTheaters in River Park Square
in February. Nearly 300 members of the Spokane and
Whitworth communities enjoyed the film, which was followed
by a lively discussion about the movie with Whitworth
President Beck A. Taylor and other members of the audience.
Selma is a 2014 American historical drama written by Paul
Webb and Ava DuVernay and directed by DuVernay. It is
based on the 1965 Selma-to-Montgornery voting-rights
marches led by James Bevel, Hosea Williams and Martin
Luther King, Jr.The film stars British actors David Oyelowo, as
King, and TomWilkinson as U.S. President Lyndon Johnson.
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School of Business Students Trek to
Some of Washington's Coolest Companies
In March, nine students from
Whitworth's School of Business traveled
to Washington's west side to tour some
of the state's largest finns and engage
with panels of alums who work there.
Companies visited included Amazon.
com, Ztllow, The Spur Group, Boeing
and Zumiez. The trip was organized by
Danika Heatherly, ' 10, assistant director
of development for alumni & parent
relations, and Smead Voorhees, assistant
director of internships and external
relations for the Whitworth School
of Business.
The trip served as an excellent
opportunity for some of Whitworth's
standout business students to network
with alumni and prospective employers, as
well as to get to know each other better.
"We were looking specifically to increase
the opportunities to meet and engage with
alumni as students explored careers and
companies where our alumni have already
demonstrated success," Heatherly says.
She accompanied the students to their
various destinations during the course of
the trek. "We're excited to add another
layer of experiential and professional
learning for students in the School of
Business, and also to continue providing
ways for alumni and parents to see their
investment in Whitworth play out."
Heatherly also said the trek was a great
way to further strengthen Whitworth's
thriving Seattle alumni and parent chapter.
"As more alumni and parents at some
of Seattle's top companies engaged with
Whitworth, the trek became a natural
Special thanks to Jennifer Seyler, '89,
Jonathan Deal, '11, Mike Chorey,'01,
Bill Brooks, '94, and Mark Honeycutt,
'90, all at Amazon.com; to Bryan Clarke,
'08, Tim Houck, '10, Bob Ingersoll, '67,
Kinsey McGregor, '00, and Phil Ryan,
'06, all at Boeing; to Katrina Bayens,
'09, Justin Farris, '10, Liz Symes, '11,
and Callie Chestnut, '11, all at Zillow;
to Todd Orwig, '95, at The Spur Group;
and to Blake Pratt, '04, at Zumiez.
way to leverage the talent, expertise and
relationship of those individuals with
some of our current stud ems," Heatherly
says. "lt is always heartening to see
alumni and parents share in their success
and encourage the next generation of
Whitworthians entering the workforce.
Their insight is truly invaluable, and we
just can't pass that up!"
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Whitworth Closes Costa Rica Center
University's long-standing Central America programs continue
After a six-month, comprehensive
review of the operations at Whitworth's
Costa Rica Center, Faculty Assembly and
the Whitworth Board of Trustees decided
to close the center, which served as a
study-abroad facti ity from 2010-14.
The review took place during the 2013,
14 academic year, the eRe's fourth full
year of operation. Though the Whitworth
community recognized and appreciated
the eRe's valuable contributions
to students' international learning
experiences, "the eRe's fluctuating
enrollment and its high costs, relative
to other international experiences,
led us to question the eRe's financial
sustainabilitv,' says Whitworth Provost
and Executive Vice President Carol
Simon.
"After an independent task force of
faculty, staff and students investigated the
opportunities and challenges associated
with the CRC's operation," Simon
continues, "the task force recommended
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that Whitworth close the center and
reinvest in other, more promising and
less resource-intensive international
programs
At the end of the comprehensive
study, Faculty Assembly and the board
of trustees voted to affirm the task
force's recommendation to close the
facility. Programming at the CRC is
now suspended, and the property is
being marketed for sale. "All of us at the
university have a special appreciation for
former CRC directors Lindy and Dinorah
Scott and the other staff members who
contributed to the wonderful learning
outcomes that students who studied at the
CRC achieved," Simon says. "Whitworth's
long-standing relationships and programs
that focus on Central America continue,
and we look forward to developing
additional international srudv-abroad
programs that provide new cross-cultural
opportunities for our students."
May We Offer
You a Chair?
Whitworth
is pleased to
announce two
new occupants of
existing endowed
chairs, along with
the inaugural
holder of a newly
created endowed
Neder professorship.
Moving into the
Bruner- Welch
Endowed Chair in
Theology position,
previously occupied
by Professor Jim
Edwards, '67, is
Professor Adam
Neder, who joined
the faculty in
Clark 2004 and whose
areas of expertise
are systematic
theology, history
of doctrine,
Chrisrology,
Christian life,
and Karl Barth's
theology. The
Lindaman Chair,
which promotes
Laurier
public dialogue
concerning important social issues,
will be occupied by Associate Professor
of History Tony Clark, who came to
Whitworth in 2009, and whose academic
specialty is East Asia (late imperial
China). Clark's predecessor in the
position is Professor of Political Science
Julia Srronks. The initial holder of the
Sue Chandler Endowed Professorship
in Education is Associate Professor
Lisa Laurier, who joined the faculty
of the School of Education in 2003
and whose areas of specialization and
expertise include secondary curriculum
and development, phonemic awareness,
counseling, and reading.
'i
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San Francisco Pitcher Scores
Giant Honor from Whitworth
Recognizing his exrraordinarv work as
an advocate for social justice, Whitworth
University presented an honorary
bachelor's degree to San Francisco Giants
pitcher Jeremy Affeldt at Whitworth's
125rh Spring Convocation.
Affeldt's degree was presented by
Whitworth President Beck A. Taylor in
recognition of Affeldt's efforts, which
have been largely accomplished through
Illuminating the Dark
Whitworth Theatre actors (l-r) Hayley O'Brien,
'17, Molly Daniels, '16, Alanna Hamilton, '17,
Bryan Peterson, '15, and Rebecca Seideman,
'16, portray four workers and their supervisor in
Whitworth's spring production, These Shining
Lives, by Melanie Mamich. The play, helmed
by guest director Susan Hardie, tells the story
of the "Radium Girls;' who, in 1920s Illinois,
were employed by a local factory to hand-paint
watch faces. As many artists do, they licked
their paintbrushes to give them a fine point.
Eventually, the radium they used began to take
its toll, and the women became ternbly ill. Their
story explores the consequences of corporate
greed, illuminates one of the earliest struggles for
worker rights in America, and echoes the conflicts
regarding employee protection that persist today.
Generation Alive, the Spokane nonprofit
organization that Affeldt founded in
2005. Generation Alive's primary focus is
to develop a generation of young leaders
committed to serving others who are
suffering from extreme poverty or social
injustice.
"Because Jeremy Affeldt's efforts are
so closely aligned with Whitworth's
service-leartring efforts and with Christ's
mandate to reach out to those in need,
Whinvorth is especially pleased to be
able to present this honorary degree,"
Taylor said during the ceremony. "[This
degree] goes to a man whose power
on the mound is matched only by his
strength of character and his rock-solid
belief in freeing the oppressed and
feeding the hungry - a man who earns
accolades in the sporting world and who
earns thanks and admiration from those
outside baseball whom he has made it his
life's mission to help."
In 2014, Generation Alive partnered
with Whitworth students, faculty, staff,
alums, friends and community volunteers
to raise $150,000 and pack 600,000
meals, which were then distributed by
Second Harvest of the Inland Northwest
to hungry people in Spokane, as well as
to Nicaraguans in need.
Generation Alive works closely in
conjunction with other compassion-
based non profits, including Not for Sale,
C3 Missions International, Living Water
International, One World Futbol Project
and Second Harvest Food Bank.
Visit www.whitworth.edu/
whitworrhroday to watch Affeldt
take a crash course in the Whitworrh
experience.
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Whitworth Welcomes
Four New Trustees
John Kaires, the Rev. Eric Peterson, '85,
and Denice Randle, '07, are the newest
members of the Whitworth University
Board of Trustees, and the Rev. Mark
Toone has returned to the board after a
brief sabbatical.
Kaires. an attorney and former Arizona
state senator, is a leader in business
and public policy and was an assistant
attorney general for the state of Arizona,
serving with the Organized Crime
and Racketeering Division and the
Environmental Crimes Section. He was
also a prosecutor for the Maricopa County
Attorney's Office before he was elected
to three terms in Arizona's legislature. He
is now a business owner and partner in a
Phoenix law firm.
Peterson has served as pastor of
Colbert Presbyterian Church since it was
chartered, in 1998. He was previously the
associate for pastoral care, healing and
spirituality at Marine View Presbyterian
Church, in Tacoma. In addition to his
pastoral duties, he serves as a board
member for Camp Spalding.
Randle, currently rhe director of
education and employment with the
Metropolitan Development Council, in
Tacoma, has served as an Upward Bound
teacher and program coordinator through
Making a Difference in Community,
a nonprofit in Tacoma. She taught
and wrote college-level curricula and
counseled students on how to navigate
college institutions, managing an annual
caseload of 40 first-generation. high-need
high school students.
Toone, the pastor of Chapel Hill
Presbyterian Church, in Gig Harbor,
returns to the board after a sabbatical,
baving served from 1992-20 I l. In 2013,
he was appointed to the Evangelical
Presbyterian Church Interim Committee
to examine the preparation and
requirements for those seeking ordination
as teaching elders in the EPC.
Bill Robinson Honored with Hatfield Award
Past recipients include Billy Graham, Carl F. H. Henry,
Charles Colson, Benjamin Carson
This February, the Council for
Christian Colleges & Universities
named Whitworth President Emeritus
Bill Robinson the 2015 recipient of the
Senator Mark O. Hatfield Leadership
Award. The Hatfield Award is the
CCCU's highest recognition, and is
extended to individuals who exemplify
Christian leadership and integrity in
service to others.
Robinson joins past recipients
including Billy Graham, Carl F H.
Henry, Charles Colson, Benjamin
Carson, Tony Hall, Rick and Kay
Warren, John Perkins, N.T. Wright and
Tim Walberg, all of whom have modeled
Christian engagement in their respective
eras and leadership roles.
"Bill has worked tirelessly as an
outstanding statesman for Christian
higher education throughout his career,
and I could not imagine a more worthy
recipient for this important honor," says
Whitworth President Beck A. Taylor.
"There are few people who stand taller
than Bill as an example of leadership,
and there are even fewer who can
articulate as he does why ideas and faith
complement one another so well in
Christ-centered higher education."
For a year, beginning in October 2013,
Robinson served as the CCCU's interim
president. "More than J ever could
have imagined, I loved the people and I
loved the work," Robinson said during
the CCCU's 39th annual Presidents'
Conference. "We advocated relentlessly
for our members' rights to be faithful to
their missions."
Senator Hatfield, the award's
namesake, committed his life to politics
after serving in the Navy during World
War II. He was Oregon's governor and
secretary of state and also served the state
with distinction for 30 years in the LlS.
Senate. He was known for his staunch
faith and was a longtime supporter of
the CCCU.
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S16.5 S19
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Dornsife Gift Supports Service-Learning
In March, Whitworth announced a generous $1.5 million gift from Dana and David
Dornsife, given in support of Whitworth's Center for Service-Learning & Community
Engagement, which was renamed the Dana and David Dornsife Center for Community
Engagement. The gift was celebrated on the same day that hundreds ofWhitworrh
alumni, students, faculty and staff served in their communities across the country as part
of Whitworth Serves Day, a celebration of Whitworth's 125th anniversary and a major
component of The Campaign for Whitworth (see story on P. [4).
The Don-sites' gift will deepen Whitworth's existing community partnerships in four
important ways: sustain service levels; create a staff position in K~12 schools to support
Whitworth volunteers; establish a second position to measure the university's impact in
Spokane; and strengthen partnerships in the Spokane area.
East Hall Gets a Worthy Name
The board of trustees and the campus community gathered April 16 to celebrate the
naming of Whitworth's newest student residence hall. East Hall is now Oliver Hall, in
honor of former board chair and longtime board member Walt Oliver, '67.
As a student at Whitworth in the 1960s, Oliver was a member of the football
team and was a musician in various ensembles. He earned a psychology degree from
Whitworth and a master of science degree in human resource management from
Gonzaga University.
Oliver joined the Whitworth board in 1996 and served as its chair from 2008~14.
Under his leadership, the university saw incredible growth and improvement.
Music Center Groundbreaking
\Xlhitworth held an official groundbreaking ceremony for the Cowles Music Center on
May 16. The addition to the current music building will comprise 2] ,481 square feet of
new teaching studios, practice rooms, rehearsal rooms and lobby space. In the existing
building, 15,625 square feet of space will be remodeled. Construction is scheduled to
begin July I, 20 IS, and to be completed by August 2016. The project's total cost is $13.5
million, of which $13 million in funding has already been identified. In October 2014,
The Harriet Cheney Cowles Foundation pledged $2.5 million toward the project, and
Whitworth Trustee Walt Oliver, '67, and hIS wife, Kay, pledged a gift of$3.75 million in
support of the new music center.
million raised
Facilities
($23 million goal)
816
million raised
Programs
($20 million goal)
S10.5
million raised
Bequests
($27 million goal)
______ I ~L- Total: S100 million
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Debating Their Way to the Top
Whitworth Forensics team wins third consecutive NCCA National Tournament
The Arguing Bues have once again
left no room for argument: Whitworth
Forensics' stellar team won eight of the 10
tournaments in which it competed during
2014~lS, placing second in the other two.
In late March, the ream took first
place at the National Christian College
Association National Tournament, in
Colorado. This is the third consecutive
year the Sues have brought home the first,
place trophy from the NCCA national
tournament, which this year included 22
schools from 18 stares. Team members also
garnered 29 individual speech and eight
individual debate awards at the event.
Sam Director, ' 15, was recognized as the
top overall competitor at the tournament,
and Sarah Sauter, '15, was third overall.
The following week, the 21-member
team closed its season at the International
Public Debate Association National
Tournament, at Boise State University.
The Arguing Bucs took second place
among 31 schools from 12 states, but took
first place in the yearlong sweepstakes
for points earned all season, ahead of 93
schools across the country. During the
tournament, Whitworth earned a slew
of individual and team awards; Director
was the national runner up out of 112
debaters; and Coach Mike Ingram,
professor of communication studies and
director of forensics, was recognized as the
2015 IPDA Coach of the Year.
"We have an amazing coach," says team
member Alex Hoffman, '16. "His teaching
and coaching philosophies have made our
speakers stand out. And the breadth and
depth of the intellectual diversity on our
team is astonishing."
In addition to the forensics team's
historic success, Whitworth's five-member
Ethics Bowl team, the Philosoraptors,
took second place among 32 teams at the
National Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl, and
second place among student teams from
10 member colleges in the Independent
Colleges of Washington Ethics Bowl.
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A Much-Too-Early Farewell
Whitworthians were shocked and saddened by the news that Aaron
Leetch, 37, Whitworth's athletics director from 2011-13, was killed
in a plane crash in Illinois as he returned from the NCAA national
championship game with donors from Illinois State University, where
he served as senior associate athletics director. There were six others
on the plane with Leetch; none survived. Calling Leetch "an incredible
leader and a man of deep faith;' Whitworth President Beck A.Taylor
asked the community to lift up Aaron's family - wife Lindsay and
daughters Avery and Emmersen - in prayer. I
I
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Forty Years of Spiritual Renewal
Whitworth Institute of Ministry energizes church leaders
For one week each summer since 1975,
the Whitworth Institute of Ministry
conference has provided spiritual
instruction and renewal for people
working in ministry leadership and their
families. The annual week long conference
brings noted theologians to campus,
who guide participants with in-depth
Bible teaching, vibrant worship, and
dynamic preaching and seminars that
address current issues facing the church.
Participants also enjoy dedicated time
for much-needed personal refreshment.
Special programs in support of spouses,
youth and children fun concurrently
throughout the week.
"The 40th WIM this summer marks a
milestone in Whitworth's commitment
to support ministry through a program
that provides biblical and theological
enrichment, meaningful worship, and
personal and relational renewal," says
Terry McGonigal, director of the office of
church engagement. "We extend a special
invitation to Whitworth alums to join
us as we celebrate their legacy of faithful
service in ministry."
The 40th annual WlM will take place
at Whitworth July 20-24, and will focus on
the theme "Pursuing the Common Good:
Engaging Culture with the Gospel." The
week will feature Walter Brueggemann,
known as one of the most influential
authors and Bible interpreters of our time;
Anne Zaki, a member of the faculty at
the Evangelical Theological Seminary, in
Cairo, Egypt; and Andy Crouch, author
and executive editor of Christianity Todny.
Institutes in past years have featured
the presidents of Fuller and Princeton
theological seminaries; Becky Pentz,
associate professor in the Winship
Cancer Institute of Atlanta's Emory
University; author, teacher, preeminent
biblical scholar and Whitworth Theology
Professor Emeritus E Date Bruner; and
Marianne Meye Thompson, the George
Eldon Ladd Professor of New Testament at
Fuller Theological Seminary.
Whitworth's own contributors to WIM
over the years have included faculty
members Jerry Sittser, Karen Petersen
Finch and Jim Edwards, '67 (all theology);
Dale Soden (history/Weyerhaeuser
Center for Faith & Learning); Ben Brody,
'98 (music); Ron Pyle (communication
studies); and Terry McGonigal (Whitworth
Office of Church Engagement).
For more information or to register for
WIM 2015, visit www.whitworth.edu/
wim. To listen to podcasts of select WIM
presentations after the week concludes,
visit www.whitworth.edu/podcasr.
I
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Time to Move On
Three professors conclude noted careers
Three of Whitworth's most respected
professors retired at the end of the
academic year: Jim Edwards, '67, Gordon
Jackson and Dennis Sterner have hung
up their academic regalia, put away
their grading pens, and are moving on
to the next phase of their lives. Below,
each discusses what he'll miss about
Whitworth and what he looks forward to
in retirement.
James Edwards, '67
Professor of Theology (1997-2015)
Bruner-Welch Endowed Chair (2006-15)
"I regard
the past 18
years on the
faculty of
Whitworth
as one of the
great gifts
of my life,"
Edwards
says. "At
Whitworth
we lin
theology] are part of a larger team and
a unified vision of Christian higher
education. Whitworth's vision and
commitments as an institution of
Christian higher education are as
wonderful as they are rare. J consider
them infinitely worthy of the investment
of our lives.
"What I have most enjoyed about
Whitworth are the joy of the classroom
and the stimulation of colleagues. Students
enter into subjects with me and through
their questions and comments become
colleagues in the journey of learning.
"My plans for retirement are not
greatly different from my labors as a
professor. I am retiring to work I love
rather than from it. I am eager to focus
on research and writing in subjects
that have nourished me throughout
my life, especially New Testament, and
also to accept more outside speaking
engagements than I have been able to
accept as a fully employed professor."
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Gordon Jackson
Professor of Communication Studies
(1983-2015)
Associate Dean of Academic Affairs
(1998- 2Q05)
"Being
able to be
myself is one
of the best
things about
my time at
Wh itworth,"
Jackson
says. "I've
been able
to indulge
my love
affair with quotations, which led to the
publication of seven anthologies on
quotes. I've also been able to write what
I like: a book on the South African press,
another on discovering God's will, and
a collection of satires about the church.
In May, my newest book, Christians, Free
Expression, and the Common Good, was
released - a scholarly study arguing that
Christians should care far more than they
do about free expression.
"But at the heart of everything has
been my work with students, as I have
tried to instill in them the qualities of
good writing like clarity, conciseness and
correctness. Each semester has brought
wonderfully able and eager learners into
my classrooms, and I've always delighted
in getting to know them and playing a
small role in shaping them into the people
God intends them to become.
"In retirement, I expect to continue
working on writing projects and possibly
to do some more consulting with church
groups in the Middle East or sub-Saharan
Africa. I'll deeply miss my departmental
colleagues, the most wonderfully collegial
group I could have hoped for. Spring 2015
has been a time of polishing the footnotes
on my life chapter titled 'Whitworth' as I
get ready to start writing the next one."
Dennis Sterner
Professor/Dean, School of Education
( 1988-2015)
"While
there are
many
components
to the blessmg
of being at
Whitworth
for 27 years,"
Sterner says,
"the two
that stand
out for me
are the mission and the people. 1 found
it a great experience to be a member of
the Whitworth community, where we
can integrate faith into our classes, our
conversations, our meetings and our daily
decisions.
"I have been blessed to work with
wonderful, bright, talented students
who are called to become teachers,
counselors and administrators. Many of
them are now or will soon be recognized
as outstanding educators serving people
locally and around the globe.
"I could not have asked for a better
and more dedicated group of people than
my colleagues. It's a pleasure to come to
'work' every day and to be encouraged
and supported by the people around me.
"When I leave Whitworth, I expect
to spend more time with some of the
hobbles that have been on the shelf,
more time with family, and more time
traveling. I also will keep my hand in
education with some occasional teaching,
consulting and advancing the cause
of environmental and sustainability
education in schools and colleges."
Infall 2014, I spent four monthsin dialogue with Roman Catholic
theologians at Boston College. In addition
to being accomplished scholars and
generous people, my dialogue partners
were students of Bernard Lonergan, a
Canadian Jesuit priest, philosopher and
theologian who died in 1984. One lesson
to which Lonergan always rerurned was
the value of self-awareness in theology. In
any given moment, as we think and talk
about God, are we interpreting Scripture;
are we remembering history; are we
answering difficult questions? In other
words, theology is a blend of interrelated
tasks; we need to know what they are so
that we can do them more effectively. It
isn't only academic theologians who need
this self-awareness, for everyone who
thinks about God engages in at least some
of these disciplines.
Following are 10 disciplines for
theologians - and for laypeople, clergy and
academics -rhar can provide the "bone
structure" of a deeper theological life.
• Scripture plus one: In addition to
making reading the Bible part of our
everyday experience, it is enriching to
have at least one seasoned theological
"voice" walking through Scripture with
us. Add one theologian to your daily
reading, if only just a few sentences.
• Sharpen your grasp of Christian
history: To me, the fact that the Gospel
has produced the same challenges and
errors over and over again in history is
evidence of its truth. Christians before
us have crafted thoughtful answers to
such questions as, "Is Jesus fully divine?"
They knew the pressures of thinking
theologically in times of conflict. We
need the same skills today.
F
Ten Disciplines for a Deeper Theological Life
By Karen Petersen Finch, Ph.D., M.Div.
• Identify your interpretive tendencies:
Do vou tend to unite the Testaments in
your theological thinking or do von find
that you separate them? Do you interpret
the more difficult passages by means of
the more straightforward ones? In any
case, whatever your tendencies are, know
what they are so that you can replace
them with better ones if needed.
• Engage with the "other": As the
boundaries of Chtistendorn shift and
change around us, believers who are
at home in more than one tradition
will be increasingly valuable to their
communities. And there is no better
way to know your own tradition's
theology than to compare or contrast it
with the traditions of other Christians.
• Be aware of the connections between
your personal history and your
theology: Iris Murdoch, the Irish
novelist, once said, "To understand a
philosopher, know what he fears." TIle
same is true for theology. We are all
drawn to certain theological positions in
part because of our histories, our wounds
and our joys. To be aware of this makes
us infinitely more teachable.
• Be consciously Christocentric: Resolve
to know "nothing but Christ and Christ
crucified" (I Corinthians 2:2). When 1
teach on the character of God, we look
at God's classical perfections - justice,
mercy, holiness, patience - and then we
do an exercise to demonstrate that all of
God's attributes are evident in the cross,
Not one is missing.
• Be consciously Trinitarian: Theology
is organic by nature. The position
you take on one topic will affect
the positions that you take overall.
Therefore, if you have a robust
Trinitarian theology, those connections
are more likely to be healthy
connections and not confused ones.
• Don't be afraid to come to conclusions:
Our cultural moment is characterized
by polarization. We are afraid to speak
definitively about what we believe, with
the result that we may not say anything
at alL It is possible - and very Christ-
like - to have convictions but to hold
them with humility. And because this
attitude is rare today, it is all the more
winsome to unbelievers.
• Monitor your lived theology: If I talk
about humility in an arrogant way, that's
not winsome at all. I need someone else
to tell me when my lived theology is in
conflict with what I speak and write.
(This is what university colleagues are
for, but friends and family do just as
well. )
• And finally, last and first, pray: There
is no true theology without prayer.
Prayer transforms us over time so that
our theology may become an expression
of wholeness/holiness. Theology limps
after Spirit-directed prayer, which
beholds God as God is: So pray.
Karen Petersen Finch is an assistant professar of theology at Whitworth. She was awarded a fall
2014 postdocwral research fellowshiP at the Lonergan Institute at Boston College, m Boston,
where she studied]ohn Calvin, Thomas Aquinas, and the doctrine of the church.
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Class Notes
2010s
2010 Benjamin M. Bonnema had a workshop production of his new
musical, Boys Who Tricked Me, at the Musical Theatre Factory, in NYC, in July
2014. Melodie A. Ratliff is enjoying being an EMTwith AMR Ambulance,
in Spokane. Giselle M. Stone sailed from Alaska to Mexico in 2014 and
plans to sail to Panama this year. ClaireA. Swinford raised $1.5 million for
southern Colorado charities in 2014 as associate director of Indy Give! She
accepted a position with the Colorado Springs Philharmonic, coordinating its
education and community outreach programs. Marissa Thomas marrifd Kyle
Lindgren, '12, on Aug. 2, 2014.
2011 Jill Graham married Mark Lundgren on Sept. 27, 2014. She
graduated with a master's degree in communication disorders from Eastern
Washington University in May 2014.
2012 Heather M. Kennison published her first book, Dragon's Destiny, in
July 2014. It is available online through Amazon. Taylor Faranda married
Aaron Korthuis on Aug. 2, 2014. Many alums were in attendance, and
Whitworth's Terry McGonigal served as the officiant. Catherine Cook married
Adam Tobey on Dec. 21, 2014, in her hometown, Ogden, Utah. Her maid of
honor was Lauren (Sandelius) Schlicker, '12. Catherine graduated in May
2014 with an M.Div. from Princeton Theological Seminary.
2013 Matthew J. Lowery is pursuing a doctorate in psychology in the graduate
program at Adler University in Chicago. He is in the second year of the program.
DEBUTS
2010 a boy,Andersen, to Kaylyn (Plumb) and Garett Johnson, June 22,2012
2010 a girl, Emily Rose, to Alexis (Fischer) and Lucas Seechinor, '09, April 4
2010 a girl, Aly, to Mila and Valentin Solodyankin, Nov. 3, 2013
2011 a girl, lIa, to Emmily (Eisenrich) and Justin Ocker, June 11,2014
2011 a boy,Axel Payette, to Katie (Seevers) and Ryan Swanson, Oec. 2, 2014
2013 a girl, Eleanor Ruth, to Lindsey (House) and Christopher Seidel, '04,
April 5,2014
2013 a boy, liam, to Serra (Sivonen) and William Sheehan, March 23, 2014
DEPARTURES
Cheryl L. Keiffer, '10, died Feb. 7. OliverW. Schaus, '12, died Nov. 2, 2014.
2000s
2000 Rebekka (Ferentchat) Andersen and her husband, Ken, live in Davis,
Calif., with their daughter, Summer, age 5, and their baby boy, Benjamin.
Rebekka is an assistant professor of professional writing at U.C. Davis.
2002 Abby (Hyder) Barrantes and her husband, Eliecer, moved to Fresno,
Calif., with their three children. Abby teaches high school English, and Eliecer
is beginning a new bilingual and multicultural worshipping community in
the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). MattW. Beal is the Elementary School
Principals Association of Washington Regional Distinguished Principal of the
Year for 2015. He was one of 18 principals selected across the state in the
Northwest regional selection. Matt says that his recognition highlights the
wonderful work being done by the amazing staff at Sunset Elementary in
serving the Airway Heights, Wash., community. Kimmie Read married Joseph
Fink on Aug. 16,2014.
2003 April Szuch married Kurt Vomlell on May 24, 2014.
2004 Chris S. Yujuico lives in Salt Lake City,where he attends the University
of Utah School of Medicine. He is a second-year physician-assistant student
in clinical-year rotations, on track to graduate in July.
2005 Tai L. Bainter is getting her master's degree in education in Medellin,
Colombia, while she teaches for the next three years at the Columbus School.
Alyssa (Hansen) Bell was ordained as a minister in the PC(USA), called
along with her husband, Matthew, to be yoked co-associate pastors serving
both Shadle Park Presbyterian Church and Community Presbyterian Church,
in Spokane. Nathan L. Boyer was voted Chief Pulmonary/Critical Care Fellow
for 2014-15 at San Antonio Military Medical. Matthew C. Klump is the new
director of Sound View, a PC(USA) summer camp outside Tacoma, Wash.
Katie E. Linder published a book, Rampage Violence Narratives (Lexington
Press, 2014), based on her dissertation research. Juliette Todd married Ben
Piepenbring in June 2014. Renee E. Roberts graduated from the University
of San Diego and earned a postgraduate paralegal certificate in business
litigation as well as an academic achievement award for highest GPA.Jacob
D. Rorem is pursuing his Ph.D. in theatre at the University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities. James D.Weiss earned his master's in business from Seattle
University in 2010, and Kristina M. (Lundy) Weiss earned her master's in
nursing from the University of Washington in 2012.
2006 Erin (Skjelstad) Williams earned her Ph.D. in mathematics in 2013.
2007 Stephen T. Hess has transferred his ordination from the PC(USA) to
the Evangelical Presbyterian Church. He accepted a new position as the
pastor of Highview Evangelical Presbyterian Church, in Dousman, Wis., and
last summer he and his wife adopted a son, Silas.
2008 Anna (Zedekar) Bush graduated from Lewis & Clark College with a
master of education in school counseling in June 2014. She married Justin
Bush in August, and they now live in Austin, Texas. Phillip and Sara (Ridings)
Entellive in Spokane and have two children, with whom they enjoyed
Whitworth football games in the Pine Bowl last fall.
2009 Lexi Scamehorn married Steve Barnett, and their wedding party
included 2009 alumni Lauren and Jeremy Molinaro, Aly (Cote) Silva,
and Molly (Enkema) Alesi. Lexi received her M.F.A. in theater from the
University of North Carolina at Greensboro. She works as the family
theater administrator at Tacoma Musical Playhouse, where she directs and
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choreographs musicals. Amber Glen was engaged to Christopher Tills in
February 2014. They plan to be married Oct. 11.
DEBUTS
2000 a boy, Benjamin Eric, to Rebekka (Ferentchat) and Kenneth
Andersen, July 28
2000 a boy,Asa Benjamin Paul, to Andrea (Palpant) and Stephen Dilley,
'97, Feb. 13,2014
2000 a girl, Nora, to Melissa and Mike Schock, July 17,2013
2000 a boy, Caleb, to Kara (Rohrer) and Colby Tonn, Feb. 26, 2013
2002 a boy,Mateo, to Abby (Hyder) and Ellecer Barrantes, Jan. 25, 2013
2003 a boy,Miles Samuel, to McCayla (Hudson) and John Butler,
June 15,2014
2003 a boy,Landon William, to Arlane and wesley Stumbaugh, July 23, 2013
2004 a boy,Alexander, to Alyssa (Neel) and Bryan Agee, May 27, 2012
2004 a girl, Kylle Ann, to Tanya (Schaible) and Anthony Aoyagi, '03,
Oct. 28, 2013
2004 a girl, Luna Elizabeth, to Liz and Lawrence Callaway, Sept. 15,2013
2004 a girl, Elizabeth Ella, to Alyssa (Burch) and David Dillard,
March 12,2013
2004 a girl, Anna Lindsey, to Melissa (Colflesh) and Tim Frey, '03,
May 23, 2014
2004 a boy,Otto William, to Jacob and Erin (Hays) McCoy, 'OS,Aug. 26
2004 a girl,Amelia, to Mary and Christopher Teague, Aug. 28, 2013
2004 a boy,Atticus Henry, to Jaime and Bryan Tidwell, Dec. 15
2004 a boy, Levi Michael, to Izabel and David Warren, Jan. 19
2005 a girl, Claire Elizabeth, to Cynthia (Pearson) and TreyBroaddus,
June 23, 2014
2005 a boy,Maxwell Ward, to Stephanie (Getman) and Shane Gronholz,
July 9, 2012
2005 a girl, Bailey Charlee, to Mary (Adolfson) and Ell Henson, May 7, 2014
2005 a girl, Kala Kule'a Nu'uanu, to Shelby (Santos) and Kiley Loa,
March 1,2012
2005 a girl, Kylle, to Brandon Leahy and Erin Mitchell, Sept. 28, 2012
2005 a girl, Josle Faith, to Sarah (Lusk) and Stefan Parfitt, Sept. 28
2005 a girl, Henrietta Sojourner, to Virgiliana (Way) and Brandon Pickering,
Dec. 20
2005 twins: a boy,Jonah, and a girl, Lena, to Katy (Schrader) and Jeffrey
Riddell, '03, March 21, 2014
2005 a girl, Emma Rose, to April (Brast) and Travis Smith, Jan. 25, 2014
2005 a boy,Sebastian Behr, to Anya (Behrends) and Marco Tulluck, '05,
Sept. 27, 2013
2005 a boy,Cohen Brooks, to Angie (Johnson) and David Visser, Oct. 28
2005 a girl, Harper Adalie, to Kristina (Lundy) and James Weiss, '05,
Oct. 5, 2012
2005 a girl, Naomi Jane, to Valin (Simonsen) and Jonathan Wells, Oct. 10
2005 a girl,Taylin, to Jennifer (Wiseman) and Andy Yancey, Oct. 11,2013
Young Is Strong off the Tee
By Molly Daniels, '16
Ryan Young hit
the ground swinging
when he graduated
from Whitworth,
in 2011, and now
he's right in the
middle of the
fairway - using his
arts administration
major and business
and Spanish minors
to build a career
in golf. Since
graduating, Young
has worked as a
greenskeeper at the
Gamble Sands Golf
Course, in Brewster,
Wash., and the Chambers Bay Golf Course, in Tacoma.
He has been an assistant golf professional at Chambers
Bay for the past three years.
Despite the fact that his career choice varies from the
norm, even for a former member of the Pirate men's golf
team, Young says rhat he still uses rhe skills he developed
at Whitworth every day. IlWhitworth's liberal arts
curriculum helped guide me along rhe right parhs ro a
career 1 truly love," he says. He expresses gratitude for the
strong foundation his Whitworth education provided for
his career, as well as the worldview he developed during
his years on campus. Young says his Whitworth education
also gave him instant credibility with his boss, whose
wife is a Whitworth alum. Young recognizes the strong
influence of Whitworth's art and business departments
on his success, and he cites Professor of Kinesiology &
Athletics Warren Frederichs, his Whirworrh golf coach,
as an excellent mentor.
In 2014, Young was elected into the PGA (the
Professional Golf Association), and he received an award
as a 2014 PGA Player Development Teacher of the Year.
Representatives of a local dub have been consulting with
him about redesigning their golf course, and Young hopes
to continue working on his professional golf career and
ensuring that rhe game of golf flourishes. "I truly feel like
each time a guest leaves our facility after that once-in-a-
lifetime experience, we are doing good for rhe world," he
says. "Everyone deserves some joy in life, and if we can
help with this, we not only make their lives better, but we
improve the lives of everyone around them."
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2005 a girl, Kylee Ruth, to Lacie (Hearst) and Michael
Zimmerman, '06, Oct. 13,2013
2006 a girl, Emery, to Katie (Vaughn) and Tyler Assmus,
'OS, July 2, 2013
2006 a girl, Chandler Steele, to Joshua Dietzel, July 12
2006 a girl, Bethany Grace, to Bradley and Andrea (Lewis)
Hixson, '07, Oct. 27, 2012
2006 a boy, Elliot, to Holly and Adam Jackson, Sept. 16,
2013
2006 a girl, Eden, to Amy (Bement) and Ernest Policarpio,
'OS, Jan. 7
2006 a girl, Althea Joy,to Cora and Russell Spotts, Jan. 25
2006 a girl, Kinslee Isabelle, to Katherine (Reale) and
Jeremy Stedman, Nov. 23, 2013
2006 a boy, Felix, to Cheryl (Stringer) and Blake Wallick,
Aug. 22
2006 a boy, Simon Russell Daniel, to landis (Hershey)
and Teddy Wolfe, Nov. 24
2007 a girl, Esther Marie, to Signe and Michael Carlson,
Dec.9
2007 a girl, Evangeline Joy,to Melissa (Bennell) and
Steven Cummings, Feb. 3, 2013
2007 a girl, Brooklyn, to Kelsey (Merriman) and Kyle
Eberth, '08, March 23, 2012
2007 a girl, Lucia Rae, to Amanda (Martinez) and David Hazleton, Jan. 8
2007 a boy, Silas David, to Meagan and Stephen Hess,June 23, 2014
2007 a boy, Joseph David, to Nichole (Betts) and Joshua Kerns, '06,
Aug. 25
2007 a girl, Charlotte, to Emily (Creek) and Patrick McHenry, Oct. 11,2013
2007 a boy, L1am,to Erika (Raborn) and Aaron Miley, Sept. 19, 2012
2007 a boy, Jack, to Kate (Fuller) and Justin Peterson, Jan. 30, 2014
2007 a girl, Quinn Marie, to Lyelle (Klundt) and Curtis Olson, July 31
2007 a girl, Kaylee, to Krystal (Newman) and Julian Thueringer,
Sept. 21, 2013
2007 a boy, Stark, to Christine (Hill) and Ken Whitney, July 29
2008 a boy, Nolan Russell, to Rebeccah (Todd) and Alexander Bare, '09,
Aug. 1
2008 a girl, Madeline, to Sara (Ridings) and Phillip Entel, Feb. 12,2014
2008 a boy, Christopher, to Amy (Anderson) and James Jaggard, July 29
2008 a boy,Alan, to Patricia (Riuo) and Andrew
Meredith, Dec. 13, 2013
2008 a girl, True Leigh, to Kayla and Graham Monteleone,
June 14,2014
2008 a girl,Avery Elise, to Jacque (Parshall) and Mitchell
Netzer, Feb.9, 2014
2008 a girl, Ellie Jean, to Lydia (Garth) and Tyler Thralls,
'09, Jan. 30, 2014
2009 a boy, Kellen Michael, to MaryKate (Anderson) and
Andrew DeBoer, Oct. 10
2009 a girl, Elena Marisse, to Valeria (Gomez) and Rene
Hernandez, April 5,2014
1990s
1991 Ken L. Russell and his wife, Shannon, have been
married for 22 years. He is the assistant superintendent in
Mead School District, located north of Spokane.
1993 Kyrsten (Lee) Weber has started Northwest Voice
Coach in addition to her work as a voice actor. She
teaches voice and presentation workshops for executives,
business owners, attorneys, financial planners, salespeople,
real estate agents, teachers, pastors, actors and public
speakers. She also offers private coaching.
1994 Brett D. Shoemaker accepted his first ordained call
at Faith Presbyterian, in Sacramento, after 11 years of seminary at Seattle
University and 20 years at a church in Puyallup, Wash. Wendy (McCaffree)
Shoemaker has spent the past 20 years teaching, in her own classroom, in
a job share, and subbing. She is enjoying spending this year being a stay-at-
home mom to her three daughters.
1995 Julienne M. Gage produces documentaries and other multimedia
content on development issues in Latin America and the Caribbean. Sara
(Revell) Krumm and her husband, Mark, live in Canberra, Australia, where
they work with the U.S. Embassy. Anne-Marie (Williams) Strohman earned
her Ph.D. in Renaissance literature from the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, in February 2014. She is currently recovering (!) and writing
children's books. Michelle Wolf's daughter, lindsey, '16, is now attending
Whitworth and loves it as much as Michelle did. Sheila (Brown) Zelenz is
finishing a documentary and research book titled RootEd. More information
can be found at rootedfilm.wordpress.com.
1997 Stephen C. Dilley was granted tenure by St. Edward's University, in
Austin, Texas, in spring 2014. Tricia (Sullivan) Nolan and her husband, Kirk,
are celebrating the adoption of their son, Isaiah. Jennifer (Heaton) Tachell
is currently president-elect of the Idaho School Counselor Association; she
will take over as president this summer.
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DEBUTS
1993 a girl,Adriel Diana, to Julianne (Piller, '94) and James Powers, Dec. 22
1994 a girl,MollyRobyn,to Jeniler Cox,June 22, 2013
1995 a girl,MatildaSue, to Sara (Revell) and MarkKrumm,Dec.23
1995 a girl, Claire Madeline, to laurie (Hydorn) and Robin Skeuge.
April28, 2014
1996 a girl,AliceSamantha, to Tamara (Knapp)
and Rich Holschen, June 18,2014
1996 a boy,Alex William, to Lesley Williams
and Adrian Valdivieso, Feb. 1,2014
1997 twin boys: Josiah Paul and Noah Robert,
to Katie and Tim Evans, Sept. 14
1997 a girl, Hope Landry, to Julian (Lorin), '99,
and Matthew Hiiditch,Aprill, 2012
1997 a girl, Madeline Emma, to Aimee
(McCormick) and David Jones, Jan. 2, 2014
1997 a boy, Benjamin Andrew, to Alan and
Brenna (Robinson) Stanfield, '00, Feb.4
DEPARTURES
Randolph E.Nichols. '98, '01, died Sept.
25. Randolph was a research chemist at
Harshaw/Filtrol, in los Angeles, before he
moved to Spokane in 1992 with his family. He
then worked for Kaiser Aluminum as a safety
manager and started a successful software
company, Pentad Systems.
1980s
1980 Virginia (Steveson) Hein is on the executive board for United Food
and Commercial Workers. She has been a mental health counselor at
Providence Sacred Heart Medical Center, in Spokane, for 30 years, just five
years longer than she's been married to her husband, Charley.
1985 Susan (Lindsay) Brumett is an Alzheimer's ambassador who
volunteers in educating politicians, medical professionals, communities,
and others about the disease and other forms of dementia. Her father, who
was a Forum speaker at Whitworth in 1985, was diagnosed with Alzheimer's
in 2005. Rebecca M. Douglass serves on her local elementary school
board and has also been keeping busy with work, family and writing. She is
pleased to note the publication of her fifth book as well as the impending
high school graduation of her eldest son. Margaret A. Fowler continues to
make artwork in the house she grew up in, as a self-employed artist and art
teacher. She reports that Stage 3 brain cancer took its toll on her in 1995,
but it brought her closer to God. Janet L. McDowell is enjoying retirement
by traveling the world, scrapbooking and playing with her dogs. Gordon
S. Mikoski has been the editor of Theology Today since 2010. He has
written several books, including Opening the Field of Practical Theology and
Straining at the Oars: Case Studies in Pastoral Leadership. Scott A. Miller
and his wife, Heather, are beginning their 29th and 30th years as public
school secondary educators. Heather is in her second year as an assistant
superintendent of secondary principals, and Scott is beginning his 15th year
as a middle school health and fitness teacher in Snohomish, Wash. Kipp
and Ann (Rowland) Norris, '89, plan to travel from Alaska to see their oldest
child, Hannah, '15, graduate from Whitworth in May. Kipp and Ann have
been teaching in Valdez, Alaska, since 1991 and have enjoyed several visits
to Whitworth's campus over the years. Kipp teaches middle school classes,
McIvor's Goal Is to Make
Herself Expendable
By Molly Daniels, '16
Though most of us work to guarantee our own
job security, Kathryn McIvor, '09, is in the business
of enabling others to move into the position she
occupies. She joined the staff of Chapel Hill
Presbyterian Church, in Gig Harbor, Wash., in April
2013, and she currently serves as the church's worship
director, working with a team to plan and carry out all
of Chapel Hill's worship services.
Mclvor majored in music ministry and minored
in theology at Whitworth, and her education and
campus leadership experiences influence her work in
significant ways. Two years of Hosanna leadership,
a semester-long internship with a local church, and
other campus worship roles provided experience that
she draws on daily. "Professor Ben Brody told us that
good music directors are always working themselves
out of a job as they raise up volunteers to do what
they do," Mdvor says. "Chapel Hill is a community
full of gifts and skills, and my role IS to equip others to
continue the work that I am currently doing.
"Some days it seems like this job is a mixture of being a
musician, a pastor, a project manager, a communications
director and a circus ringmaster," she says. But no matter
which hat she's wearing, she hopes to create opportunities
for people to engage with God in corporate worship and to
help others develop their gifts and leadership skills.
Mclvor keeps 111 touch with Whitworth through a small
alumni group that meets weekly. She also attends the
Whitworth Christmas Festival concerts in Seattle each
year and stays connected through the admissions office
and the Puget Sound alumni chapter, as well as through
participating in the Whitworth Institute of Ministry each
summer.
Ongoing personal and professional relationships with
Whitworth faculty and staff have been an important source
of support in McIvor's ministry. "I love knowing that the
faculty and staff who invested in me while I was on campus
are just an email or phone call away, and that they actually
want to hear from me and are excited to help me think
through new challenges."
Mcivor hopes to pursue an M.Oiv. degree and to seek
ordination at some point in the next several years. "The
most universally applicable way in which Whitworth has
shaped me is in the idea that my identity as a jesus-follower
has implications for the means of my work, not just the
ends," she says.
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Your story matters!
Our student ambassadors have kicked off'
the third year of the Alumni Discovery Project,
meeting with alumni to hear stories about life
before, during and after Whitworth. If you
receive an invitation and you'd like to know
more about this important project, please visit
www.whitworth.edu/discoveryproject.
while Ann heads up the high school's music department. Melanie Patton
is grateful for the opportunity she had to attend Whitworth. She says that
the knowledge she gained enhanced her life and career as a nurse. Katrina
(Campbell) Plato is completing a dissertation in educational leadership
and expressive arts therapy as a doctoral candidate at Appalachian State
University, in North Carolina. She is researching a higher education learning
community that was created to explore expressive arts, social justice and
community well-being. She teaches in the art department and graduate
certificate program in expressive arts therapy. Paul E.Yoder traveled to
Kenya in November 2014, his third trip since 2007. He provided information
technology and miscellaneous support to AIC Githumu Hospital, a small,
underfunded hospital operated by the Africa Inland Church in a poor, rural
area in the Kenyan Central Highlands. Tim Williams accompanied Paul on
this trip.
1986 Theresa (Zeorlin) DeWit has a wholesale jewelry and scarf business
that currently sells to 13 stores.
1987 Linda (Washburn) Delong is a caregiver for Visiting Angels. Her
husband, Aaron, works for Mission Foods as a purchaser. They have three
children, including a daughter who is a senior at Whitworth and will graduate
in May with a degree in elementary education and English.
1988 Kate (Shonk) Gosling is enjoying teaching part time after stepping
away from her teaching career. She is moving into a new role as a mother
after adopting a son and daughter from Russia.
DEBUT
1984 a girl, Ruth Ellen, to Shawn MacDonald and Randall Ehrbar,
Feb. 6, 2014
DEPARTURES
Joan V. Helmich, '80 MAABS, died Jan 8. 2009. Elaine (Knight) Porter-
Cole, '80 M.Ed., died Nov.8. John "Jack" C. Shagool, '81, died Nov. 16.
Jackjoined the Marine Corps after high school and afterWWII he taught
science at Junction City High School and coached sports. He later became
an investigator for the U.S. Government. Jack is survived by his wife,
Mardelle, '93, and children Scott, '83, and Stacey Ward, '83. Kimball R.
Hanson, '85, died Jan. 1. Kim worked in the insurance industry for many
years and was also a gourmet chef. He loved fine wines and ingratiated
himself with winemakers throughout Northern California and Europe, where
he was fond of traveling. JohnA. Lilienthal, '87 M.Ed., died Dec. 24. Toni
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(Fenner) Killefer, '88, died June 9, 2014. Toni was an account executive and
later a preschool teacher at the Episcopal Church of the Redeemer Parish
Day School in North Baltimore. She was diagnosed in April 2007 with an
uncommon form of breast cancer and participated in breast cancer research
throughout her illness.
19705
1970 Cheryl (Nordean) and William DeHart have been happily married for
45 years. They have six grandchildren, ages six to 21. Cheryl directs the choir
at their church, and both she and Bill are still singing, using their talents in
worship of the Lord. Kathleen Gillis's husband, William, passed away Feb.
14,2012. She has two new great-grandchildren, Ella and Henry, who recently
joined her 11 grandchildren. Steve Gorman and his wife, Cinda, '71, are
serving as PC(USA) mission co-workers in Cairo, Egypt, until December. Their
occasional newsletter can be viewed at www.seasonofpurpose.com. Cinda
is the international relations coordinator for the seminary, and Steve is the
liaison between the Synod of the Nile and the PC(USA). Albert D.Johnson
and his wife, Janet (Crowder) Johnson, '70, are now court-appointed special
advocates for kids in foster care. Wendelyn (Pulley) Krieg is a two-year
breast cancer survivor.
1975 Teresa (Emmons) Camfield retired from her position as a finance
director in Lynden, Wash., after 17 years. Her husband, Mike, continues
his work as a credit administrator and senior loan underwriter for Peoples
Bank. Patricia (Carlson) Hughes and her husband are looking forward to
semi-retirement this year.They plan to spend a lot of time at their log cabin
on the North Yuba River, in Sierra City, Calif., with the onset of retirement.
They are also welcoming a new grandchild in October. Deanna R. Saxton's
years at Whitworth provided an incredible foundation for her life and for
her 25-year career as a social worker. She says that she is proud to be a
part of the Whitworth legacy. Suzi Schad Ie is a minister, guest speaker and
musician, as well as a ministerial school instructor and leadership and
community-development consultant. Mary (Wolford) Sisson is the co-owner
of Kazoodles ToyStore, in Vancouver, Wash. She also serves as editor for a
magazine for the specialty toy industry. Her husband, Robert Sisson, '74, is a
copy editor, and he and Mary are enjoying their four grandchildren. Margaret
"Peggie" (Copple) Venemon and her husband, Charles, celebrated the
Whitworth graduation of their daughter, Laura, '14, last May. Laura is the first
third-generation Whitworth ian in their family.
1976 Susan (Viel) Horton is retired from teaching and lives in Nampa,
Idaho, with her husband, Ed, and their 16-year-old daughter.
1977 Susan D. Coles enjoys hosting high school foreign exchange students
and has been an American mom to daughters from Poland and Germany,
-as well as sons from Italy and Colombia. She has visited two of her kids and
their families in Germany and Italy. Debra (Klahn) Knight started her own
quilt-making business following her retirement from the library service in
2012. Debi is enjoying spending time with her grandchildren, and she plans
to travel to France this summer and possibly Dubai next winter. Daphne
(Browne) Lewis and her husband, Dick, have been married for 38 years.
She has been the top consultant nationwide for 27 of 31 years in Mary Kay
Cosmetics. Kevin C. Rudolph has served 20 years as pastor of Windwood
Presbyterian Church, in Houston. A survivor of triple bypass surgery last
July, he is celebrating the June birth of his first grandchild and his son's
graduation from Baylor with his master's degree in music education, along
with that same son's engagement to his girlfriend of three years.
DEPARTURES
Terry K. Cavender, '71 MAT, died Jan. 29. He was an educator, coach and
administrator over the 45 years of his career in the Puyallup (Wash.) School
District. David G. Cumming, '71, died Jan. 31. Rodney linton, '73 M.Ed.,
died Nov. 12. Jeanne E. (Kunze) Bemis, '75, died May 9, 2012, in Spokane
Valley,Wash. She worked for the East Valley School District, retiring after 20
years as an elementary school librarian. Jeanne was a member of East Valley
Retired Teachers Assoclatlon and was nominated for East Valley Teacher of
the Year. James R. Mason, '75 MAASS, died Nov. 1. Jim enlisted in the army
at 18 and was stationed at Fort Ord (Calif"), where he learned the trade of
silk screening. He became a registered art therapist and "a warrior against
the ravages of chemical dependency:' Jim believed that any person deserved
the opportunity for treatment. Leslie D. Cavanaugh, '78, died Jan. 23. Susan
(Drotts) Gontarski, '78, died Oct. 5, after a battle with breast cancer. Mary
K. Raley, '78 M.Ed., died Jan. 14. MargarelThrailkill, '78, died Feb.!.
19605
1960 Jon W.Adams is on the way to 78 years old and continues to work
almost full time. He told his company he was retiring at 80 so that he could
find a new job. JoAnne (Greene) French has published her first book, My
Leis upon the Water. The book's stories of inspiration and humanity touch
upon many Whitworth memories. Paul H. Headland and his wife, Edna,
recently celebrated 50 years of service with Wycliffe Bible Translators.
They completed a translation of the New Testament for the Tunebo Tribe, in
Colombia, in 1986.
1962 Lois (Stewart) McDonald, '62, '67, moved to Riggins, Idaho, and is
"trying" the retirement lifestyle while continuing to make use of her 2008
geology degree from Boise State University. She was a hospital social worker
and a fabric store associate before her retirement.
1965 Charles and Karlyn (Allbee) Boppell, '67, celebrated their 50th
anniversary on Jan. 30. Carolyn Clark taught for the New York City Board of
Education in a high school in the Bronx. She is now back in California, where
she teaches at Santa Ana College. Joyce A. (Oldham) Fawver is enjoying
retirement. Virginia L. Porterfield's greatest joy is leading mission trips
with Children of the Nations to the Dominican Republic. Betty (Garrett)
Steinbach is a member of the Sacramento Valley Chorus and will perform
on the Sweet Adeline International stage in October. She plays the flute and
piccolo with the Sacramento Concert Band. Betty is a proud grandparent
of four. She volunteers in a band in which one of her grandchildren plays.
Bill and Jane (Fry) VonHeeder are enjoying retirement together. Bill is
currently volunteering as a docent at the Museum of Flight, in Seattle, and
is active in barbershop singing, wherever it happens. Jane is serving on the
session at their church, volunteering with court-appointed special advocates,
and volunteering as a helper in the first-grade classroom for which the
VonHeeders' daughter serves as teacher.
1966 Dorothy (Lutz) Mohrlang retired from Whitworth last year and is
involved with Stephen Ministry and Bible study at her church. She supports
Whitworth Alums Open
Another Chapter
By Tim Houck, ,10
Do vou miss hearing about the latest events on
campus and the progress of the Whitworth mission? If so,
you'll find your solution in Pirates in the Puget Sound,
Whitworth's chapter for alumni and parents in the
Greater Seattle area. Alums from Olympia to Bellingham
are gathering regularly to spend time reconnecting with
friends and meeting alumni from other eras, and we hope
that if you're in Seattle, you'll join us!
The Seattle chapter kicked off last spring with an event
downtown. Whitworth's legendary Leonard Oakland
spoke on film in society, provided insight from the
classroom, and shared an update on campus life.
In July, the chapter hosted The Business of Beer and
Wine in Washington, an alumni event at which parents
and friends of Whitworth gathered for a night of castings
and to hear from a panel of Whitworthians and industry
insiders. The panelists shared information ranging from
an overview of the state's hops production to the nse in
quality brought about by the micro-brewery movement;
speakers also addressed the ways in which their
Whitworth education, experiences and faith are applied
in dav-ro-dav operations.
With one year under our belts, we're planning for
the restof2015 and beyond. We hope you'll be on the
lookout for ways to stay involved. We've pioneered a
menrorship program with the Whitworth School of
Business, and we are always seeking volunteer mentors, we
began engaging business professionals in Greater Seattle
for elevated career-development conversations: we offered
10 top students the opportunity to explore some of our
region's premier companies' workplaces; and we gathered
for Pirate Athletics in Tacoma, enjoyed Whitworth Choir
Christmas performances, joined for a morning of service
in community to celebrate Whitworth Serves Day, and
welcomed a new class of Whitworthians back to Seattle.
And that's just Year One!
• Let us know how you'd like to be involved:
alumnifuwhitworth.edu
• Connect with us on Facebook:
Whitworth Pirates in the Puget Sound
See you soon in Seattle!
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Attorney Reunion & CLEEvent
All alumni working in or retired from the legal profession are
invited to a weekend reunion and continuing legal education event
July 9-11. Register today at www.whitworth.edu/attyreunion.
the work of her husband, Roger, a theology professor at Whitworth and a
translator of the Bible into a Nigerian language.
1967 Gary S. Raymond and his wife, Mary Beth, adopted their daughter,
Laurel, in 2005 and their son, Zakary, in 2007 from China. Laurel is fI pre-
Olympic gymnast, and Zak is one belt away from a black belt in Taekwondo.
Both are straight-A students, and Gary hopes they will consider Whitworth
when the time comes. Glen A. Thorp has officially retired after two retreads;
one of them as the interim associate pastor of the American Church in Paris
and the second as interim pastor of the Northminster Presbyterian Church, in
Bakersfield, Calif.
1968 Kathy (Best) Franz retired in 2010 after 42 years as director of
human resources, most recently (for 35 years) at Yakima Valley Memorial
Hospital. She continues to do interim work for hospitals throughout
Washington state.
DEPARTURES
Gladys Gilman, '60, died Dec. 29. Miriam (Mackoff) Starr, '60, died Oct.
21. Ralph R. Morse, '61, died Oct. 24 in Wenatchee, Wash. Ralph served
in the National Guard for 10 years and worked as the advertising director
for the Washington State Apple Commission. He was chairman of the board
of the Alcoholism Counsel in Wenatchee for 10 years, helping countless
others. Paul A. Postlewait, '61, died Jan. 5. Frank Bumpus, '62, died Oct.
16 in McMinnville, Ore. His career at Linfield College spanned more than
three decades, and his honors included the Edith Green Distinguished
Professorship. He served on the advisory board of Juliette's House Child
Abuse Intervention Center. Frank is survived by his wife, Kathleen, '62, and
children Matthew, '89, and Maria Putzi, '93. Ted Heinz, '63, died March 1,
2012. Margaret (Rabb) Bartline, '65 M.Ed., died Oec. 25. Margaret was
a teacher who was awarded a National Education Association Teacher of
the Year award. After retirement, she spent several winters in Guadalajara,
Mexico. Adeline Colbert, '65, '69 M.Ed., died Jan. 22. Ruth Ann (Reid)
Dyk, '65, died Sept. 10 in Spokane. Eloise (Neshiem) Piper, '65, died Jan.
25. Elizabeth "Betty" (Hollenback) Tiffany, '65 M.Ed., died Jan. 10. Betty
taught English and social studies in Spokane and was a girls' counselor, vice-
principal, and the first woman to hold an administrative position in Spokane
Schools. Daniel C. Thomson, '65, died Feb. 17, 2012. Thomas l.Halvorson,
'66, died Nov.!. Tom was an athlete during his school years, and he set
several state records along the way. He coached the North Central American
Legion team and was president of the American Legion Baseball League
for a few years. Tom is survived by his daughter, Dawn, '93, among others.
Ruby B. Coller, '67, died Sept. 2, in Spokane. Ruby taught in the Deer Park
School District for 23 years and was a member of Whitworth Presbyterian
Church for more than 50 years. Merilyn Lloyd, '68, died Nov. 6. She was
accepted to the School of Nursing at Sacred Heart Hospital, in Spokane, in
1941, and she served as a surgical nurse during her last year of training in
the Army Cadets. After she retired, she served for several years on the State
Board of Nursing. Roderick W.McDonald, '68, died Jan. 17 in San Jose,
Calif. Rod was honored for his basketball success and was inducted into the
Whitworth University Heritage Gallery Hall of Fame. In 1967, he was named
an NAIA All American and was drafted by the ABA Utah Stars, for whom
he played professional basketball from 1970-73. Thelma (Crea) Nydell,
'68, died Feb.!. She graduated from Whitworth at the age of 58. She held
multiple leadership roles in her Christian faith community and developed a
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passion for international exploration and service. Among other projects and
adventures, Thelma toured Australia and the holy lands, was baptized in the
Jordan River, and served missions in Brazil.
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1950 Hezekiah T. Clark helped open Shadle Park High School in 1957 with
Whitworth graduates John Rodkey, Wayne Eacker, Wayne Conner and others.
Hezekiah retired in 1982 after 31 years of teaching math, physics and
chemistry, among other subjects. Stan R. Graham retired in 1983 from his
career as a school administrator.
1955 lois (Ostenson) Barndt and her husband, Ron, are enjoying
retirement, their children, their grandchildren, their church, their friends,
and "serving the Lord:' leta (Randal) Kempton's 12th grandchild arrived
in March. She loves teaching Good News Club to elementary public school
children and teaching women through Kay Arthur Bible Studies. Charles
R. Rowan, who was a full-time pastor for Lakeshore Baptist Church for 34
years, is now retired. Shirley (Peck) Von Flue retired after 60 years as a
church organist.
DEPARTURES
Nancy 1 Ainfey, '50, died Jan. 25. Shirley (Blake) Drake, '50, died Dec. 2.
Paul H. Gray, '51, died Jan. 28. Miriam (Hansen) Buchholtz, '52, died Nov.
27. June (Duran) Cook, '52, died Jan. 24, in Vancouver, Wash. Ann (Harold)
Jacobson, '52, died Nov. 1.Ann served as the organizing pastor of Skyline
Presbyterian Church, in Tacoma, Wash., and worked part time as a secretary
at the University of Puget Sound. In her late 70s she was a member of the
Burien Backsliders ski club and also enjoyed singing in community choirs.
Robert C.Jennings, '52, died Oct. 19. lloyd 1. Pierson, '52, died Jan. 2.
He served in the U.S.Air Force as a pilot during the Vietnam War.After his
Air Force career, he owned and operated his own construction company.
Lloyd participated in the Delaware Senior Olympics, where he earned a
silver medal in tennis. A. Barton Schlichting, '53, died Sept. 24. He was a
veteran of World War 1I who served in the U.S.Army. He was a police officer
for 15 years in Colorado, and he also worked as a security guard. He was a
member ofTrinity Presbyterian Church. Dorothy l.Jones, '55, died Nov. 8.
Donald E. Ferguson, '56, died Jan. 7. He worked for the U.S. Public Health
Service in Alaska and completed a year of surgical residency in the Canal
Zone in Panama. He also served for a year under the Board of National
Missions of the Presbyterian Church, in Embudo, N.M. Tashiko Tsudaka, '56,
died Nov. 6. George D. Harding, '57, died Nov. 10, in Yakima, Wash. Sandra
(Gillis) Moser, '59, died Jan 23. She volunteered in her children's schools,
held office in the Parent-Teacher Association, hosted a variety of events, and
served as a member of the Alameda Unified School District Board for eight
years, spending two of those years as president. She worked alongside her
husband for 20 years at their real estate firm.
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DEPARTURES
OorseyW. Bailey, '41, died Jan. 8. Audrey (Brault) Jones, '43, died Aug. 29.
She was active in the Ferndale Chamber of Commerce, serving as president
in 1983, and was named Woman of the Year for Ferndale, Wash., in 1985.
At the age of 83, she took part in the Birch Bay Polar Bear Swim, winning the
=
Dick served on the Whitworth Board of Trustees from
1977-91 and from 2000-06.
"I remember sitting in Dick's office at Bellevue Presbyterian,
asking him to return to our board of trustees," says Whitworth
President Emeritus Bill Robinson (1993-2010). "1 told
him we needed his discernment, hope and joy as we faced
some challenging issues. I knew Dick to be moderate when
moderation was needed and strong when strength was
needed. We just needed Dick Leon. That's all there was to it.
He rejoined the board and, of course, he exceeded our high
expectations with winsome, wise and engaged service."
Dick is survived by Carolyn, his wife of 53 years; his
children, Jay (Lindsey), Catherine, and Wynne; his sister
Marjorie (Russ); his granddaughters, Sarina and Claire; and
numerous nieces and nephews.
prize for oldest participant. Frank R. Burgess, '45, died Jan. 12. Frank served
as the associate pastor of the Northminster Presbyterian Church, in Seattle,
and was the founding pastor of the First Presbyterian Church of Bellevue,
Wash., which he served for 16 years. He is survived by his daughter Carol
E. Johnson, '73, among others. Eleanor (Harris) Bartle, '46, died Oct. 2.
She and her husband, Gil, were devoted to their church family and spent
a great deal of their time serving God. Eleanor was a longtime member of
Whitworth Presbyterian Community Church. Walter Dawson, '49, died Aug.
27 in lynnwood, Wash. Mary (Stewart) Snelling, '49, died Dec. 19. Clifford
J. Taylor, '49, died Sept. 30. He was a teacher on the Cheyenne Indian
Trustee Emeritus Morris
"Morrey" Plotkin died Ocr. 8,
2014, at his home in Playa del
Rey, Calif. He was 97. He joined
Northrop Corporarion in 1956,
where he worked principally as
corporate staff specialist in merger
acquisitions. He retired in 1972 and
had since been self-employed as a
business and financial-management
consultant. During these years he
also served at the local, regional and national levels of the
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) and as a community volunteer,
philanthropist and civic leader.
Morrey served as a Whitworth trustee from 1972,94, when
he was honored with trustee emeritus status. In 1981, he
and his wife, Marjorie, established the Lisa Marie Plotkin
Scholarship at Whitworth, in honor of their daughter.
The scholarship is awarded annually to a developmentally
disabled student or a student majoring in work to benefit the
developmentally disabled.
Morrey was preceded in death by his wife of 63 years. He
is survived by his children, Lisa Marie and Larry, '74, his
brother, Peter, and four grandchildren.
Former Whitworth Professor
of Chemistry Hugh W. Johnston
died Feb. 27, 2015, in Spokane,
three days after his 95rh birthday.
After earning a Ph.D. in chemistry
from the University of Indiana,
he started his career in academia
in 1953 as an assistant professor
at Rutgers College, in Newark,
N.J. Four years later he found his
home at Whitworth, where he
taught chemistry for 18 years; he also served as director of
development services from 1975-85, Hugh and his wife,
Mary Boppell Johnston, a Whitworth home economics
professor, remained dedicated friends of Whitworth after their
retirement. Hugh could often be found on campus, serving
on committees and volunteering in the Whitworth Archives
alongside Archivist Janet Hauck.
"Hugh's knowledge of Whitworth history and people was
invaluable," Hauck says. "My favorite nickname for him was
'the archives ambassador,' because wherever he went, he
was always spreading news about what we were doing in the
archi ves. He helped bring in and process collections, and he
loved to hear about how our coliecrions were being used by
researchers. Hugh is irreplaceable, and he will be sorely missed."
Hugh was preceded in death by his wife of 38 years. He is
survived by one niece, three nephews, their extended families,
and his beloved companion.
Trustee Emeritus the Rev.
Richard "Dick" Leon, a longtime
Whitworth supporter, died in a
bicycle accident in Tucson, Ariz.,
on Nov. 7, 2014. He was 79. Dick
received a doctorate of ministry from
San Francisco Theological Seminary
and served as senior pastor at
churches including First Presbyterian
Church (Spokane) and Bellevue
Presbyterian Church (Seattle).
t
Reservation in Spokane and also in Lind, Wash., Fort Benton, Mont., and
Phoenix. After settling in Hood River,Ore., Cliff continued to teach calculus,
trigonometry, physics and weather; he also led several Bible studies. He is
survived by his wife, Mary (Bovee), '48.
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DEPARTURE
Aimee (Russell) Frazier, '35, died Oct. 30.
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By Ben Brueggemeier, '96
A Divine Nudge to Pursue Music
If someone had told me as a teenager
that six months after graduating from
college I would be right back at my high
school, teaching music, I would have said
that person was crazy. Because I grew up in
Spokane with music all around me, it was
no surprise to anyone (but me) that music
would become my career.
As the children of a mom, Sue, who
was a piano teacher, and a dad, Paul, who
was band director at Sacajawea Middle
School and later the choir director at
Ferns High School (the high school!
attended), the three Brueggemeier kids
were destined for lives of music. But for
me, music was recreation; sports were
what I did every minute I was not in
school or sitting at the drums. Sports
medicine fascinated me and I was ready
to focus on a career in physical therapy.
My journey into a career in music and
back to Ferris started during my junior
year of high school, when I had an
encounter with God and the Whitworth
Choir. My sister Ann, '94, was in the
choir, so my family attended the spring
concert downtown at the Cathedral of
Our Lady of Lourdes to support her and
enjoy the concert. During the choir's
performance of Lamentations of jeremiah,
I sensed God's plan for me; in one of his
"mysterious ways," he nudged me to pursue
music at Whitworth.
That musical encounter grew into
many, many more when I was a student
at Whitworth. I was transformed
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by performances of Beethoven's 9th
Symphony, the Britten War Requiem,
and Orff's Cannina Burana. I was shaped
and influenced by professors who had a
contagious passion within them; they
helped me find that love and passion for
myself. My professors (especially Randi
von Ellefson, Debbie Hansen, Doc Evans,
Michael Young and Jim Waller) and my
wonderful classmates were the catalyst
that lit the spark within me to teach. I
never Lookedback, and I've enjoyed the
journey immensely.
My Whitworth experience, including
four years of classes, study sessions, music
tours, performance ensembles, and theory
and ear-training, was second to none.
The time I spent in the Whitworth Music
Department pursuing my teaching degree
was not only critical to my training and
success as a teacher; it was monumental
in shaping the type of teacher and person
I wanted to become. Whitworth taught
me that music is about life experiences,
relationships, historical perspective,
cultural sensitivity, theoretical practice,
and, most important, freely giving and
sharing the life-changing joy that is music.
Whitworth's mission is to provide "an
education of mind and heart." What I
learned and lived while at Whitworth
influences the young people I teach
at Ferris every day. My hope is to pass
Whitworth's mission on to all of my
students. Ultimately, what the Whitworth
experience gave me is what makes
[AfterWORD]
Whitworth alumni in their own words
teaching high school band incredibly
rewarding: Through music, I teach young
people to think, to feel, to emote, to
express and to create.
Ben Brueggemeier is director of bands at Joel
E. Ferns High School, In Spokane, where he
leads eight large bands/ensembles. The groups
pe1forrn In Paul G. Brueggemeier Hall,
Ferris' new perfonning,ans facility named in
honor of Ben's father, who retired In 2003.
During Ben Brueggemeier's 19 years at
Ferris, the instrumental ensembles have
garnered cons.srenr supenor ratings at state,
regional, and international festivals and
competitions. In spring 2015, for the second
)'ear in a row, the Ferris Jazz Orchestra was
one of seven high-school bands nationwide
invited by audition to partici[Jate in the Seattle
Jazz Experience. The Ferris Advanced
Percussion Ensemble has won the Washington
Music Educators Association regional
competition eight of the last nine years and has
placed In the top three at state six of the last
seven )'ears.
Brueggemeier's older sister, Ann Benson,
'94, is director of children's music at St.
Mark's Lutheran Church, in Spokane. His
)'ounger sister, Came Roberts, who attended
Whitworth, serves on her church's worship
team. His wife, Sarah, is an elememary-
school mu.~ic teacher in Spokane; their
children, Josh and Ellie, sing and enJoy
musical theatre; josh is also a percussionist,
and Ellie plays the trumpet.
NAME: Elizabeth Porter, '16
MAJOR: Speech Communications
HOMETOWN: Tacoma, Wash.
WHITWORTH ACTIVITIES:
• President and director of the Exceptional Praise
Gospel Choir
• Act Six Leadership & Scholarship Initiative, Cadre 10
• Co-creator of and point-person for Step 7, a
student-led diversity-training initiative for the
Whitworth community
• Oversees implementation ofTeach the Movement,
a new student-led volunteer program in which
college students teach U.S. civil rights history in K-12
classrooms. Porter has brought together the NAACP.
Spokane Public Schools, the Whitworth School of
Education, and student groups to support the program.
• Named a Newman Civic Fellow for 2015; Porter is one
of 200 college students nationwide honored for their
civic engagement
I am passionate aboutTeach the Movement because
it will open doors for learning in the classrooms we
will serve and for Whitworth volunteers. And it will
allow students to understand how the U.S. Civil Rights
Movement affects them today, and how they can be the
future by understanding people's lives and stories from the
past. It will also encourage local youth to consider college
as a real possibility.
My favorite parts of Act Six are the connections that we
get to make and being a part of something bigger than
myself. Attending the Act Six convention last summer
reminded me of how much Ifounder] Tim Herron's vision
really is invested in me as an Individual to be successful.
There are so many great moments at Whitworth that
I have gotten to experience. One example is when I
walk around campus and can talk with professors and
staff about things going on in my life and know that they
care, are supportive, and are even willing to pray with me.
Two of the many people on campus whom I consider
mentors are Stephy Beans and Larry Burnley. "Mama
Beans" [coordinator for ministry & multicultural affairs] has
encouraged and led me, and she has helped me become
even more passionate about the gospel choir. Dr. Burnley
[assistant vice president for diversity & intercultural
relations] has challenged me to think critically and
to pursue the biggest dreams I can.
I plan to earn a master's degree in education or intercul-
tural communications, and possibly a PhD. I hope to work
with youth to link their stories and life experiences, to help
propel them further into education and their future.
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